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‘The spatial’ in carceral geography? 
spatial primitives? spatial 
hesitations? 



Old Foucault, New Foucault? 
From ‘exclusionary’ Foucault to 

‘inclusionary’ Foucault? 







Bentham’s 
‘Panopticon’, 

c.1790s 

Mettray, colony 
for delinquent boys, 

c.1840s 

Discipline and Punish (1976 [1975]) 



The Punitive Society (2013 [2015]) • Rethinking exclusion, initially with the 
help of some ‘anthropological’, 
alimentary constructs … 

• Contrasting societies that vomit out 
their troublesome individuals (spatial 
ostracism) … 

• ejecting them, banishing them, 
abandoning them, chasing them away … 

• … with societies that ingest their 
troublesome individuals … 
• retaining them, holding them close (if still 

apart), with a view to assimilating them 
and hence neutralising their 
troublesomeness … 

• Partly a critique of his own earlier 
stance, notably in Madness and 
Civilization (1965/2006 [1961]) … 



The Punitive Society, 2 
• Exclusion remains “the general effect … of a number of strategies and 

tactics of power that the very notion of exclusion itself is unable to get 
at” (PS: 3) … 

• F. asks why is it that exclusion becomes regarded as a form of 
punishment c.1700s into early-1800s (in Europe) … 

• He considers four “major forms of punitive tactics” (PS: 6): 

1. Compensation … 

2. Marking … 

3. Exclusion, “in the strict sense of driving, forcing out” (PS: 6) … 

4. Confinement, “[t]he tactic we practice,” which “suppresses an individual’s 
“rights of residence” by “forcing him [sic] to look elsewhere for a place in the 
sun” (PS: 8 & 9) … 

• He hence returns to this spatial primitive of confinement, exclusion-
through-inclusion – imposed inclusion in a place not of one’s own 
choosing – namely, in prison, “a new tactic” which, “despite 
appearance, is in fact not a very old punishment” (PS: 63) … 

 

 

 



The Punitive Society, 3 • To be understood in context of a ‘civil war’ against 
a ‘social enemy’ … 

• committing ‘illegalisms’ against capital (through 
laziness/drunkness, shoddy work, pilferage, injuring 
other labourers, etc.) … 

• ‘Doing time’ – which is also ‘doing space’! – was to 
be calibrated as equivalent to the time lost to 
capital … 

• “just as the wage is given for a period of labour, so a 
period of liberty is taken as the price of the infraction” 
(PS: 71) … 

• “the prison-form and the wage-form are historically twin 
forms” (PS: 71) … 

• With prisons, the authorities decisively control 
time and space:  
• controlling “a mass of time” but also “fixing locally” in 

“local confinement” (PS: 210 & 211) … 

 



The Punitive Society, 4 
• F. engages with 1700s English/American 

Christian moralising missions to the unruly 
poor – especially the Quaker notion of ‘the 
penitentiary’ … 

• He sees these missions as generalised 
through embryonic modern state structures: 
• “the bourgeoisie respond[ed] with a gigantic 

operation of penal and penitentiary 
encirclement of lower-class illegalism in general” 
(PS: 161-162) … 

• Here, the lectures grope towards the 
concepts of “disciplinary power” (PS: 237) … 

• And towards some indication of not just 
spatial confinement, but also the 
significance of spatial distributions inside 
the prison … 







Foucault’s 
shifts? 

• Larger shift signalled here within F.’s sense of social geography: shift 
from exclusionary geographies to inclusionary geographies … 

• And, more subtly, from ‘exclusion through inclusion’ to ‘inclusion through 
exclusion’ … 

• From a blunt sense of space as physical distance (spatial ostracism or 
‘vomiting outside’) … 

• … ‘them / the other’ exiled from ‘us / the same’, across the miles … 

• … to a sense of space as physical container (spatial confinement or 
‘ingesting inside’) … 

• … ‘them / the other’ set apart from ‘us / the same’, but locally, potentially even 
just next door (behind the wall and locked gates) … 

• … to a sense of space as a malleable set of arrangements, networks, 
relays, etc. (spatial distributions) enabling ‘operations’ upon the 
‘troublesome’ in the hope of reforming (re-including) them … 

• Reading The Punitive Society allows us to chart these mutations in F.’s 
thought; and, in so doing, to re-debate the spatial primitives of 
(inquiries into) carceral geographies … 



But, a wrinkle 
in the narrative? or re-reading 

Madness and Civilization (1965/2006 [1961]), 1 

• F.’s first major work, 
Histoire de la folie, 
charts a long-term, 
historical-social 
exclusionary geography 
of ‘the mad’ … 



Madness and Civilization, 2 • This text additonally reflects at length on 
exclusion-through-inclusion – on the locking away 
in ‘haunted places’ – of not just ‘the mad’, but also 
a rather larger population of ‘the unreasonable’ … 

• The idle, the libertines, the debauched, the venereal, 
the ‘homosexual’, the blasphemer, the failed suicides … 

• ‘Madness’ was here part of a larger assemblage of 
‘unreasonable’ people: it “faded into a general 
apprehension of unreason” (HM: 118); into a 
generalised carceral geography of unreason … 

• “inmates suddenly found themselves prisoners rather 
than patients” (HM: 119) … 

• A general confinement that swept across Early 
Modern Europe (from 1600s onwards) 

• ‘hopitals generals’, ‘prisons’, ‘gaols’, ‘houses of 
correction’, ‘houses of industry’, ‘workhouses’, 
‘poorhouses’ … 



Madness and Civilization, 4 • F. pictures this Early Modern landscape 
through references to the Marquis de Sade 
and (1740-1814) and Francisco de Goya 
(1746-1828) … 

• Sade, this libertine-‘pervert’, regarded as 
intensely ‘unreasonable’, locked away in 
bastilles and asylums … 

• And whose own writings often circulated 
around such fortresses and fastnesses … 

 



Madness …, 5 • Goya’s Black Paintings are centralised by F. … 
• “a world in which … there is no light” (Danto, 2004); “black in tone, 

relieved only by lurid shades of raw colour, and black in spirit 
without any relief of any kind” (Dave, 2011) … 

• Different editions of HF/MC/HM have carried 
different Goya images on their covers … 

 

 

 
 

 



The Madhouse (Casa de locos) or Asylum (Manicomio) is 

an oil-on-panel painting by Francisco de Goya, produced 

between 1812 and 1819 



Yard with Lunatics (Corral de 

locos) is an oil-on-tinplate 

painting by Francisco de Goya, 

produced 1793-1794 

• F. makes a complex historical-literary-aesthetic move 
here to disclose, at it were, the secret dark truths of 
spatial confinement … 

• Tied to his specific arguments about ‘the Great confinement’ 
of ‘unreason’ in Early Modern Europe, but also configured as 
“timeless space” (MH: 361) …. 

• The swarming multiplicities, animalities, excesses, 
follies, etc., of ‘unreason’ (and particularly ‘madness’) 
seething in the depths of general confinement ... 

• That which, at some subterranean level of the 
Western social-psyche, is feared; that which must 
forever be shunned, shunted away, shut away … 

• Evoking what must be met with violence, with stone-
work and blows: what must be punished …  

• Conjuring what might be termed a phenomenology of 
dark space … 



Conclusions • Disquisition on the spatial primitives for an 
emerging subfield of inquiry, carceral geographies … 

• Using Foucault as my spirit-guide: 
(a) noting the centrality of a quite simple sense of spatial 

confinement to The Punitive Society (2013 [2015]) – 
prior to the spatial pyrotechnics of Discipline and 
Punish (1975 [1976]) … 

(b) noting the centrality of spatial confinement to 
Madness and Civilization (1965/2006 [1961] – 
especially in an ‘imaginary landscape’ affectively 
produced by Sade and Goya … 

• But, in so doing, alighting on the horrors and terrors 
of spatial confinement: its dark secrets … 

• And, thereby, on the punitive exactions of carceral 
geographies: the punishments of space … 


